Key terms associated with the period: the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, the collapse of the
Soviet Union, break up and war in Yugoslavia, transition, “democracy”, “pluralism”,
post-socialism, post-communism, constitutional nationalism, market economy,
privatization of state-owned enterprises, liberalization of the market, nationalisms,
rehabilitation of nazi and fascist collaborators.

Romanian constitution 1991

“Constitutional nationalism” in 1991 constitution.

Romania is a democratic and
social state.

article 1 from the constitution: Romania is a National State.

Pluralism in the Romanian
society is a condition and a
guarantee of constitutional
democracy.
The right of property is
guaranteed.

Identification of the constitution with the unitary nation
with a singular language and culture.

..in the spirit of the democratic traditions of the Romanian
people...
article 2: The national sovereignity shall residew with the Romanian people.
article 4: The State foundationa is laid on the unity of the
Romanian people.
article 6: The protection measures taken by the Romanian
State for the preservation, developement and expression of
identity of the persons belonging to national minorities shall
conform to the principles of equality and non-discrimination
in relation to other Romanian citizens.

Private property shall be equally
guaranteed and protected by law.
The State ... shall ensure a decent
living standard for its citizens.
1990, “Mineriad”, Bucarest

Former Yugoslav republics
Robert Hayden: Constitutional Nationalism in the
Formerly Yugoslav Republics, 1993
Since 1990 various former Yugoslav republics have developed constitutional systems supposedly based on norms
of democracy. However, these constitutional systems do
not envision a polity of equal citizens. Croatia, Serbia,
Slovenia have each created a system of constitutional nationalism.
Privileges the members of the majority (ethnic) nation
over the minorities in each state.

State socialism - to advance the interests of the working
class.
Constitutional nationalism (1990s onward) - to advance
the interests of the majority (ethnic) nation.
State socialism has been replaced by state chauvinism “total national sovereignity” as a constitutional ideology.
CONSTITUTIONAL NATIONALISM - envisions a state in
which sovereignity resides with a particular nation the
members of which are the only onew who can decide fundamental questions of state form and identity (i.e. erased
citizens of Slovenia).

New middle class is composed of former nomenklatura
and intelligentsia with new professionals and bussinesmen who have emerged with market economy (Ingo
SchrÖder).
Middle class culture is shaped by dnynamic of consumption, individualism, and a general openess to new influences from “the West” and, at the same time, by reflexive
references to existing cultural heritage (Ingo SchrÖder).

The role of the (old, eighties) civil society? The role of the
(new-old) middle class?
Middle class in postsocialist Eastern Europe
Is middle class a key site in the production of identity in
transforming societies?

Anti-Milošević’ protests throughout the 1990s, Belgrade

The bellow excerpts from the book: Poverty, Ethnicity and Gender in Eastern Europe During the
Market Transition, ed. Rebecca Jean Emigh and
Ivan Szelenyi, 2000

